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Children and Young Adults Grigory Dneprov, successful surgeon,

couldn’t imagine that his peaceful life
was going to change drastically.
A troubling story of love, jealousy,
incu- rable disease, crime and escape.
Going through the bowels of social
hell, Dr Dneprov finds himself
surrounded by ‘invisible people’, but
he keeps fighting to survive. A true
story inspires this captivating plot,
narrated in the first person.
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Andrey Yurevich Uboghiy was born into a family of doctors in 1963 in
Zheleznogorsk, in the Kursk region. He graduated in Kaluga and got his
degree in Medicine in Smolensk. He has been working as a urological
surgeon in Kaluga’s Hospital since 1986. He is the author of The Bitter
Happiness, The River Path, Student House, Streets, Reliquary, and
Words left to speak, The Doctor as well as of many articles written for the
Russian magazines. He obtained several awards: the V.V. Kozhinov Prize (established by
the editorial staff of the magazine ‘Nash Sovremennik’) in 2003; annual awards of the
magazine ‘Nash Sovremennik’ (in 1997, 2009 - for the novel The Doctor - 2011, 2014);
candidate for the Gorki Prize in 2017 (with the book The Manuscript), International
Literary Prize of F.M. Dostoevsky in 2017 (with the novel The Doctor); ‘Otchij Dom’
Award by the Kireevskij brothers (2005, 2017); Leonid Leonov’s Kaluga Region Award
(2002, 2013); Prize of the Kaluga association of the Federation of theatre artists as best
debut (2015) (with the book Sisters).
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